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Message from
Dean Debra Larson
 
FROM THE MOMENT I SET FOOT
on campus just one year ago, I
knew Cal Poly was special; and
this report bears testimony to our 
outstanding students, award-win-
ning teams, exceptional faculty, 
unstinting industry partners, and
generous alumni. 
It’s no wonder that Cal Poly 
ranks at the top of engineer-
ing schools nationwide and that
industry recruiters ﬂock to our 
graduates. 
We can’t afford to rest on our 
laurels, however. To stay com-
petitive and to thrive in an era
of ﬁscal challenge, we need to
evolve, hone our trademark Learn 
by Doing pedagogy to meet the
needs of students and industry, 
and plan for the future. 
A few words about the chal-
lenges we face: Although our col-
lege expenditures remain steady, 
we face a yearly inﬂationary 
factor of about 3 percent and in-
creases in indirect costs, such as 
beneﬁts. Revenues are declining. 
century, 
The Cal Poly College of Engineering's Strategic Plan was ap-
how to stay proved on June 8, 2012.  Left: Meeting the participants in the 
current with EPIC (Engineering Possibilities in College) Camp was one of 
technol- the many highlights of my ﬁrst year on campus. 
ogy, and
how to
provide 
faculty with 
opportunities 
to conduct show the collective and creative brainpower to
applied effects of the task, and we’ve come up with a
research with impac- strategic planning framework that I be-
students. More tion. Our lieve will carry us into the future.
than anything, applicant pool Above, you can see the outline of our
we’re address- plan for the future – there will be reﬁne-
ing how to ments to follow. But, the tag line sums 
We’re discussing how to keep our 
programs relevant for the 21st
continues to grow, but with fewer 
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• LEARN BY DOING • COLLABORATION  • STUDENT CLUBS • PROFESSIONALISM • STUDENT SUCCESS  • INNOVATION  •
Our Vision: As a national leader in engineering
education, the College of Engineering 
transforms students into world class, innovative
and collaborative engineers to meet the
challenges of the 21st century. 
MISSION 
The College of Engineering provides an excellent 
Learn by Doing education and graduates 
in-demand, Day One-ready professionals. 
STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS 
Learning Environments: Continue 
current, effective, and efﬁcient approaches 
to pedagogy and curriculum. 
Partnerships: Engage and expand 
multidisciplinary relationships and 
outreach to the community.  
Operations & Practices: Improve ﬁscal 
vitality, foster healthy working and learning 
environments, and build pathways for innovation. 
Learn Innovate 
Do 
Learn by Doing, lead with innovation 
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Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
Freshmen GPA 3.71 3.86 3.89 3.97 3.94 
prevent diminishing returns on Learn 
by Doing. 
An interesting good news/bad news 
outcome of our situation is reﬂected in 
the grade point averages of our incom-
ing freshmen over the last ﬁve years. 
Impressive, right? Cal Poly’s reputa-
tion as an engineering leader attracts 
students who are truly remarkable. On 
the other hand, these numbers also
at the California State University (CSU),
the entrance measurements continue to
elevate. Meanwhile, it’s more important
than ever to serve the state and nation 
with engineers – especially those who
can contribute from Day One. 
Those would be the Cal Poly gradu-
ates! 
I’m glad to say that our faculty, staff, 
and industry partners have put their
up our vision: Learn by Doing, lead with 
innovation. 
That’s Cal Poly.
I’m excited to be a part of it. 
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2 0 1 1 - 2 0 1 2  A N N U A L  R E P O R  T  
A construction worker washes off a new brick wall on the Cal Poly Center for Science and
Mathematics. The 197,000 square-foot building is expected to open in the fall of 2013. 
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Cal Poly teams and students (cover from top):
supermileage vehicle, steel bridge team,
mechanical engineer Britta Berg Johansen;
(back from top) the concrete canoe team, civil
engineer Martin Ocampo and the human
powered vehicle.
The Cal Poly Supermileage Club finished third at the Shell Eco-Marathon Americas competition, achieving nearly 1,400 miles per gallon. 
n For the third consecutive year, Cal 
Poly won the National Concrete Canoe 
Competition, considered the Ameri-
ca's Cup of Civil Engineering. 
n Cal Poly Society of Women Engi-
neers (SWE) received the Gold Award 
as the nation’s top Outstanding Col-
legiate Section and repeated history 
with two teams that tied for first in the 
Team Tech competition. Since 2002, 
Cal Poly SWE has been named the 
nation’s topmost collegiate section 
(Gold Award) eight times. Cal Poly has 
also won Team Tech competition eight 
times, including two first-place ties in 
2009 and 2011. 
n The Cal Poly Supermileage Vehicle 
Team placed third out of about 50 en-
tries in the event's prototype class and 
achieved almost 1,400 miles per gal-
lon at the annual Shell Eco-Marathon 
Americas competition in Houston, 
Texas. 
n Engineers Without Borders-Cal 
Poly was named the National Premier 
Student Chapter. EWB-Cal Poly proj-
ects include water filtration systems in 
Thailand, a health clinic in Nicaragua, 
and latrines in India. 
n Cal Poly Engineering won first 
place in the Heating Ventilation and Air 
Conditioning (HVAC) System Selection 
category of the 2011 student design 
competition held by the American 
Society of Heating Refrigeration and 
Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE). 
n Cal Poly Engineering’s “Earth-
2Block” video entry won the Greatest 
Social Impact Potential award at the 
Open Minds 2012 video competition. 
n Cal Poly collected every award at 
the concrete canoe and steel bridge 
events at the American Society of Civil 
Engineers (ASCE) Pacific South West 
Regional Conference. 
n Cal Poly Engineering won three 
first-place awards at the Chainless 
Challenge with a hydraulic-enhanced 
bike and placed third overall in the 
national competition. 
n Cal Poly swept first, second and 
third place in both the Undergraduate 
and Graduate Team Aircraft Design 
Competition at the American Insti-
tute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
(AIAA) student design contest. 
n PolyHouse was successful in 
building partnerships for the long-term 
success of Sunny Acres, a unique 
residential treatment program for the 
homeless. In bringing structures on 
the property up to code, the engineer-
ing project management class helped 
make the facility a point of pride for 
the community. 
n Cal Poly won first place in design 
and placed second overall at the 2012 
American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers (ASME) Human Powered Vehicle 
International Challenge. 
1-2012
n Clockwise from top: The Cal 
Poly Concrete Canoe team 
finished first in the nation for the 
third straight year. n Cal Poly's 
Steel Bridge team finished first 
at the American Society of Civil 
Engineers (ASCE) Pacific South 
West Regional Conference. n Cal 
Poly engineering management 
students pitched in on cleanup 
and worked to bring buildings 
up to code at Sunny Acres, a 
residential treatment program for 
the homeless in San Luis Obispo. 
n Cal Poly engineers pedaled to 
first place in design and second 
place overall at the ASME Human 
Powered Vehicle International 
Challenge.
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n The Cal Poly Supermileage Club finished third at the Shell Eco-Marathon Americas competition, achieving nearly 1,400 miles per gallon.
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n Clockwise from top: The Cal 
Poly Concrete Canoe team 
finished first in the nation for the 
third straight year. n Cal Poly's 
Steel Bridge team finished first 
at the American Society of Civil 
Engineers (ASCE) Pacific South 
West Regional Conference. n Cal 
Poly engineering management 
students pitched in on cleanup 
and worked to bring buildings 
up to code at Sunny Acres, a 
residential treatment program for 
the homeless in San Luis Obispo. 
n Cal Poly engineers pedaled to 
first place in design and second 
place overall at the ASME Human 
Powered Vehicle International 
Challenge. 
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Advisory Council (DAC) is simple: 
primarily on the state support. We must increase private
philanthropy to keep our engineering programs relevant, 
back. 
The new funding paradigm 
     
    
    
    
 
Message from
Chair, Dean ’s Adv isory Counc il Kraig Scheyer
THE GOAL OF THE DEAN’S 
do everything possible to sup-
port the college in its mission to
provide an excellent Learn by
Doing education that produces 
in-demand, Day One-ready pro-
fessionals. 
The passion of the DAC mem-
bers for Cal Poly Engineering
stems from our belief that the
college serves the state and the
nation – indeed, the world – by 
providing engineers whose
hands-on education allows 
them to contribute to industry, 
adapt to changes in technolo-
gy and address critical global
challenges. 
But the charts and graphs 
opposite make it clear that
Cal Poly can no longer rely 
especially in light of rapidly evolving technology. Private
support will give Cal Poly the opportunity to expand, not
reduce, the number of engineering students. Enhanced
fundraising especially will help us meet the higher costs of
labs, equipment and student projects – it will keep the “do-
ing” in Learn by Doing. 
The DAC is actively pursuing ways to expand partner-
ships to beneﬁt Cal Poly. We are also discussing how to
develop revenue-generating alternatives, such as summer
school and continuing education. 
But, above all, we want to broadcast the fundraising
message to Cal Poly’s most important asset: its alumni. The
College of Engineering has approximately 32,250 alumni – I
am proud to be one of them! But numbers from the last
several years show that less than 8 percent of alumni give
for public higher education in California and across the
nation rests on three sources: the state, students and the
private sector, including companies and individuals.
It’s highly unlikely that the state will ever again fund
the university at the level I enjoyed as a student in the late
70s. Meanwhile, students and their families have been 
shouldering a greater and greater burden – how amazing
that the students have voted three times to raise their own 
fees! 
Like many of you reading this report, I credit Cal Poly with 
giving me the skills I needed for a successful career. I pro-
pose that we give back as we can for the stellar engineering
education we received. 
Together, we can help provide for the education of future
engineers.  And that’s something to be proud of. ■
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
# Donors 2,461 2,421 2,519 2,445 2,537 
# Gifts 3,486 3,418 3,502 3,466 3,542 
——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Gift Total* $4,232,836 $5,865,899 $5,170,616 $4,687,577 $8,845,483 
* G i f t t o t a l i n c l u d e d c a s h , i n -k i n d g i f t s , b e q u e s t s a n d p l e d g e s 
D on or s 
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Cal Poly Engineering  Numbers

Faculty Salaries 
IT, Hardware, Software, 
Lab Equipment 
$26,263 
Total Expenditures for the
College of Engineering,
2011-2012 
Management 
& Support Staff 
$4,598,366 
= State support dollars 
= College Based Fee* 
= Cal Poly Plan Fee* 
= Lottery Funds 
*Student Funded 
While tuition goes up, Cal Poly is doing everything it can to 
hold costs down, realize efﬁciencies and diversify revenue 
sources. This chart shows how state and tuition dollars have 
been supplemented with lottery funds, the Cal Poly Plan fees 
and College Based Fees. State support to Cal Poly via the 
CSU does not distinguish between tuition revenue and funds 
allocated from the state budget. 
The College Based Fee was instituted in 2002 after a vote of 
Over the last two decades, support of 
the 23-campus state university system 
by the State of California has eroded 
signiﬁcantly. In 1987, the state contrib-
uted more than 80 percent of the cost 
of attending; today, that portion is 40 
percent and dropping. 
Operations 
$1,444,063 
Changing Components of CSU Revenue Base 
Summary of Revenue for
the College of Engineering 
approval by the student body. Students voted again in 2012 $18,234,437 
to raise their fees to maintain educational excellence. Despite College expenditures are dominated
the additional revenue provided by the students, the revenue by ﬁxed salary and beneﬁts costs. 
base for the university is shrinking. 
CENG.CALPOLY.EDU | 7 
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2011-2012 Highlights 
Above, Google acquired Punchd, a smart phone application devel-
oped by two 2010 computer engineering graduates. n At right, Dr. 
Kristen Cardinal (Biomedical Engineering) received the 2011-2012 
Raytheon Excellence in Teaching and Applied Research Award. 
College of Engineering News 
n U.S. News & World again named Cal Poly number two
in the nation for public, largely undergraduate engineering
programs. 
n The computer, electrical and mechanical engineering
programs were each ranked as the top program at a pub-
lic university. Cal Poly Civil & Environmental Engineering
was ranked No. 2 at a public university. 
n Cal Poly holds an unprecedented record in the
U.S.News rankings: 19 years as the best public-master's 
university in the West. 
n Debra Larson joined the college as dean. Following
a career in industry as a professional engineer, Larson 
served as a civil engineering professor and Academic Af-
fairs administrator with Northern Arizona University. 
n Debra Larson attended a White House reception that
celebrated the efforts of deans at leading engineering
schools for their commitment to retain and graduate more
students in the field of engineering. 
n The college welcomed 1,292 new freshmen, who pre-
sented an average high school GPA of 3.94 and average
SAT’s of 683 (math) and 616 (reading).
n Mechanical engineering graduate John Nielsen (1964)
and his wife Connie gave an endowment to permanently 
fund the position of the Mustang ’60 shop technician. 
Three years ago, they made a gift to develop the facility 
located in the Bonderson Projects Center. 
n A $372,000 grant from the National Science Foun-
dation will expand the research capability of Cal Poly’s 
Global Waste Research Institute. 
n The Gene Haas Foundation 
made a gift of $50,000 to help transform manufacturing
education at Cal Poly. The foundation is the philanthropic
arm of California-based Haas Automation Corp. 
n The college dedicated the Human Computer Interac-
tion Laboratory—a facility that will expand student learn-
ing and student research activities in the areas of human-
computer interaction, user-centered design, as well as 
software engineering and interactive entertainment. 
n Cal Poly’s Fire Protection Engineering program was 
awarded a $940,600 federal grant to evaluate methods for
fighting wildland fires that have spread to urban areas.
n The first-ever, all-college Cal Poly Engineering Senior
Project Exhibition featured more than 200 individual and
team projects. 
n Cal Poly Engineering partnered with the California
Energy Commission to launch a demonstration plant that
uses algae to treat wastewater and produce biofuel.
n Thanks to a $15,000 gift from the Goodrich Founda-
tion, EPIC (Engineering Possibilities in College) summer
camp included middle school students for the first time.
n Cal Poly played host to engineering educators from 
universities, community colleges and K-12 schools, as 
well as industry partners and graduate students at the
2012 American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE)
Pacific Southwest (PSW) Conference 
Student Success 
n Aerospace engineering seniors Jonathan Lichtwardt
and Eric Paciano received the NASA Aeronautics Re-
8 | CAL POLY ENGINEERING
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n Above, Aerospace engineering seniors Jonathan
Lichtwardt and Eric Paciano tested a future aircraft
concept model inside the world's second-largest
wind tunnel at the National Full-Scale Aerodynam-
ics Complex at Moffett Field. n Left, for the 19th
straight year, Cal Poly was ranked Best in the West
by U.S.News. 
search Mission Directorate High Potentials Award for their 
work testing a future aircraft concept model inside the
world's second-largest wind tunnel at the National Full-
Scale Aerodynamics Complex at Moffett Field, Calif. 
n Biomedical engineering graduate student Marcus 
Foley won first place in the Health, Nutrition, & Clini-
cal Sciences – Graduate Category at the CSU Student
Research Competition for his work using sandblasting to
optimize cell and tissue interactions with implanted medi-
cal devices. 
n Kevin Yamauchi (Mechanical Engineering) was named
Cal Poly’s 2011-2012 Outstanding Graduate Student.  
n Joshua Rutheiser, a fourth-year electrical engineering
major, led a team of six Cal Poly Engineering students in a
zero-gravity experiment for NASA in June. 
Faculty Achievements 
n Bridget Benson and Foaad Khosmood joined the
faculty as Forbes Professors in Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science. 
n Mohammad Noori (Mechanical Engineering) received
the 2012 Isadore T. Davis Award from the American Soci-
ety for Engineering Education (ASEE). 
n Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering Professor John 
Pan received the 2011 IMAPS (International Microelectronics 
and Packaging Society) Outstanding Educator Award. 
n Taufik (Electrical Engineering) received the American 
Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) Pacific South-
west Section’s 2012 Outstanding Teaching Award.
n Andrew Davol (Mechanical Engineering) received Cal
Poly’s Outstanding Faculty Advisor Award. 
n Chris Clark (Computer Science) was awarded the Wil-
liam R. Kenan, Jr. visiting Professorship for Distinguished
Teaching by Princeton University. 
n Gregg Fiegel (Civil and Environmental Engineering)
was named the 2012 American Society of Civil Engineers 
Region 9 Outstanding Faculty Advisor. 
n Kristen Cardinal (Biomedical Engineering) received the
2011-2012 Raytheon Excellence in Teaching and Applied
Research Award. 
n Samuel Vigil (Civil and Environmental Engineering) 
was elected a fellow of the Air & Waste Management 
Association. 
Alumni Success 
n Richard Bergquist (B.S., Computer Science, 1977)
was named Honored Alum for the College of Engineering.
Known as a visionary in his position as chief technology 
officer of the former PeopleSoft, Inc., he now serves as 
the chief software evangelist and board member at Locus 
Technologies. 
n Google acquired Punchd, a smart phone applica-
tion developed by 2010 computer engineering graduates 
Reed Morse and Grantland Chew in their Cal Poly Android
class. 
n Tony Casparro (B.S., Computer Engineering, 2005)
won the TechCrunch Hackathon at the TechCrunch Dis-
rupt conference. n 
CENG.CALPOLY.EDU | 9 
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Creative thinking is the norm
Donor Nate Lawson
for Cal Poly computer science
graduate Nate Lawson, center
above and right, and the team
at SourceDNA. 
CSC GRAD SUPPORTS CAL POLY'S CREATIVE ATMOSPHERE
 
NATE LAWSON (B.S., COMPUTER SCIENCE, 1999) IS AN 
entrepreneur, computing innovator and, in many ways, an 
autodidact. All of which is why he found that Cal Poly was a 
great ﬁt for him. 
“I really liked that projects were well-integrated into the 
curriculum,” he noted. “I was generally self-taught, and I 
found a lot of other students were as well. I made friends 
quickly and thrived in the creative atmosphere of the dorms. 
“My favorite professors were especially challenging, like 
Elmo Keller and Clint Staley, who gave us a ton of profes-
sional-level work. All his projects built on each other; our ﬁ-
nal class project was to put all these individual components 
together into one big system.” 
Lawson, meanwhile, was putting his own systems and 
companies together, even as an undergraduate. The sum-
mer after his sophomore year, frustrated by not having 
an Internet provider available in his hometown of Merced, 
Lawson started his own provider, Elite Networking. Within a 
few years, 3,000 subscribers signed up. 
He also took time off from school to start a new product 
line for Internet Security Systems, and when he returned to 
‘‘ 
San Luis Obispo, he became one of the initial analysts for 
InfoGard, which ensures cryptographic security for govern-
ment projects. 
Now president of SourceDNA (a company that provides 
a software similarity search engine for binary code and 
employs several Cal Poly students), Lawson remains pas-
sionate about the hands-on education he experienced at 
Cal Poly. This year, he made a $25,000 gift to the John Bel-
lardo Professional Development Fund to support the kind of 
teaching that allowed him to thrive. 
“I came across John Bellardo’s research on security ﬂaws 
and started corresponding with him when I saw that Cal 
Poly’s Computer Science Department had hired him,” ex-
plained Lawson. “His teaching models the tradition I learned 
from: high standards and sophisticated projects.
“John promotes individual creativity and adapts to what 
works for his students. I don’t know what he’ll do with 
my gift, but I want to give him the latitude to incorporate 
research and development into the curriculum, so that 
students beneﬁt, like I did, from high-intensity classes that 
provide a taste of what they’ll experience in industry.” ■
’’ I really liked that projects (at Cal Poly) were well-integrated into the curriculum. 10 | CAL POLY ENGINEERING
CSC GRAD SUPPORTS CAL POLY'S CREATIVE ATMOSPHERE
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Donors Neal Adler & Adam Eberwein
 
BEYOND BORDERS: CENG GRADS MAKE A DIFFERENCE
 
NEAL ADLER AND ADAM EBERWEIN HAVE SHARED 
some powerful experiences at Cal Poly as innovative
engineers, rookie entrepreneurs, members of Engineers 
Without Borders (EWB), and first-time donors. 
Both Adler and Eberwein are passionate about EWB. 
“The best decision I ever made was to go to a club meet-
ing in 2007,” noted Adler. Eberwein first discovered EWB 
during freshman WOW week. Subsequently, he and Adler 
joined the EWB team in Thailand, where Cal Poly students
installed a drinking water filtration system. 
As a result of their mutual desire to use engineering
know-how to improve lives, Adler and Eberwein developed
a product that earned them a $100 award as finalists in
Innovation Quest (IQ), a program to foster innovation and
entrepreneurship. And they donated their winnings to
EWB. 
Their product, an anaerobic biodigester, is a low-cost,
clean technology system that reduces air and water pollu-
tion by breaking down waste and converting it into meth-
ane gas which can be used for energy. Adler, an environ-
mental engineering graduate student, and Eberwein, a
senior in mechanical engineering, had worked at Cal Poly’s 
Swine Unit with Professor Tryg Lundquist and research 
engineer Ian Woertz on the campus digester project. After
traveling together to Thailand with EWB, they saw an 
opportunity to prototype a digester to use as a possible
project to aid the village of Huai Nam Khun. 
Meanwhile, Eberwein’s roommate, Chris Petersilge, a
business major, pointed out that they had nothing to lose
by submitting their prototype to the IQ contest. “He gave
us a different perspective on our project,” said Eberwein.
“Neither of us had thought of it as a possible busi-
ness.” 
“When we actually won a cash prize for the
digester, we felt that the money belonged to
EWB because the group opened our eyes to
developing low-cost, appropriate technolo-
gy,” added Adler. “Plus, we both feel that we
got so much out of working with EWB, which
helps students grow into engineers, exposes 
them to other cultures, teaches them to
work in groups, and aids folks in the devel-
oping world. I know I’ll draw from my EWB 
experiences for the rest of my life.” 
“On my last trip to Thailand, I met with 
six or seven headmen to talk about EWB’s 
next project – possibly, the anaerobic bio-
digester,” recalled Eberwein. “One of the
headman gave a speech about how there’s 
always more that can be done to improve
lives, but that the people of Huai Nam Khun 
simply appreciate everything we have already 
done for them. It was incredibly touching and
humbling.” n 
We both feel that we got so 
much out of working with EWB,
’’ 
which helps students grow into 
engineers, exposes them to other
cultures, teaches them to work
in groups, and aids folks in the
developing world. 
‘‘ 
Adam Eberwein, left, and Neal Adler. 
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n The Cal Poly Algae Field Station at the San Luis Obispo Water Reclamation Facility has nine 2,600 gallon
ponds for growing algae. Above, the Cal Poly team involved in the project includes, from left, lecturer Ian Woertz
and environmental engineering students Louis Lefebvre, Matt Rodrigues, Bryce Swetek and Brant Haflich. 
Donor Honor Roll
 
CORPORATION
& FOUNDATION 
DONORS 
3C Engineering Inc.
 
407 El Cajon Blvd LLC
 
Abbott Laboratories
 
ACAT Global LLC
 
ACCO Engineered Systems
 
AECOM Technical Services Inc.
 
Agilent Technologies Inc.
 
AIAA Foundation Inc.
 
AIAA Vandenberg Section
 
Air Systems Inc.
 
Air Treatment Corp.
 
Alerton
 
All Green Landscape Solutions
 
All Mountain Civil Engineering
 
All My Papers
 
Alla Bezkrovny Insurance Agency
 
America’s Charities Inc.
 
American Institute of Steel

Construction
 
Amgen Inc.
 
Annie’s Fun
 
Anonymous Donor
 
Anritsu Company
 
Apple Computer Inc.
 
Art’s SLO Cyclery
 
ASHRAE - San Jose Chapter
 
Athena Engineering Inc.
 
Athey Civil Engineering
 
Avocet Environmental Inc.
 
Baker Electric Inc.
 
Barrish Pelham & Associates Inc.
 
Robert L. Barron
 
Bay Area Sheet Metal & Air

Conditioning Contractors National
Association
 
Bechtel Corp.
 
Beckstoffer Vineyards
 
Belectric Inc.
 
Beverly Fabrics
 
Bilbro Inc.
 
Blach Construction
 
Black & Veatch Corp.
 
Black Star Oil Co Inc.
 
Blois Construction Inc.
 
Blue Heron Antiques & Art
 
BMD Inc.
 
The Boeing Company
 
Boston Scientific, Neuromodulation
Corp. 
Brummel, Myrick & Associates 
Burns & McDonnell Foundation
 
California Olive Ranch Inc.
 
Cannon
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Capital Engineering Consultants Inc. Employees Charity Organization Ingersoll Rand Industrial Refrigeration 
Carlton Forge Works ECHO Ingersoll Rand/Trane Company 
CC Myers Inc. Energy Labs Inc. Jacobs Associates 
The Charles Schwab Corp. Enerpro Inc. James B. Carr M.D. Inc. 
Chevron Corp. ENGPAC Northrop Grumman John Bean Technologies Corp. 
Chevron Corp. EXP Johnson Controls Inc. 
Cisco Foundation/JustGive Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund JumpSport Inc. 
Cisco Systems Inc. Fidelity Investments Key Air Conditioning Contractors Inc. 
Climatec Fluor Enterprises Inc. KNA Consulting Engineers Inc. 
ConocoPhillips Company Fluor Foundation Knecht’s Plumbing & Heating Inc. 
Conservation Mechanical Systems Frank M. Booth Design Build L & M Electronics Inc. 
Inc. Company Lab126 
Contessa S Boutique G.S. Engineering Inc. Lam Research Corp. 
Control Air Conditioning Corp. Gene Haas Foundation Lawrence Livermore National
The Covello Group Inc. General Atomics Aeronautical Laboratory 
Creeky Tiki Systems Lawrence Smith Foundation 
Critchfield Mechanical Inc. Goldman Sachs Philanthropy Fund The Leach Family Foundation 
Crown Valley Precision Goodrich Foundation Lehigh Hanson Inc. 
Cuesta Construction Company Google Inc. Liebert Corp. 
Cypress Semiconductor Corp Graniterock Linear Technology Corp. 
Dabmar Lighting Inc. Grant M. Brown Memorial Foundation Lloyd Marcum DDS Inc. 
Daikin AC Greater Kansas City Community Lockheed Martin Corp. 
Danfoss LLC Foundation Logos Systems International 
Dasher Technologies Greek Orthodox Church of Loren Cook Company 
Desert Aire by Hall St. Andrew Lytle Insurance Agency Inc. 
Diablo Canyon Power Plant Haas Automation Inc. M-E Engineers Inc. 
Diamond Foods Inc. Harlan Mechanical Systems Macy’s Corporate Services Inc. 
Discovery Life Sciences Inc. Hatch Mott MacDonald Mark E. Cocchi DDS 
DLH Industries Inc. HDK Associates The Material Handling Education
DMG Corp. Home Depot Foundation Inc. 
DMG North Inc. Honeywell International Mazzetti Nash Lipsey Burch 
Donald F. Dickerson Associates Charity Matching McGraw-Hill Companies 
Duckworth Environmental Honeywell Life Safety McQuay International 
Services Inc. C. Hood & Associates Inc. Mead & Hunt Inc. 
East Bay Community Foundation Hyle Engineering Co Inc. Medtronic Inc. 
Eaton Corp. Impressive Dental Studio Melfred-Borzall Inc. 
‘‘
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Donor Solar Turbines
 
SOLAR TURBINES SHINES LIGHT ON BEST AND BRIGHTEST
 
WHEN DAVE ESBECK BECAME THE VICE PRESIDENT 
of Engineering for Solar Turbines in 1994, he realized that 
the company needed to expand the depth of its expertise
through more strategic recruitment practices. A leading 
manufacturer of industrial gas turbines, Solar Turbines 
already employed a cadre of Cal Poly engineers who im-
pressed Esbeck with their ability to get things done. 
“We made the decision to focus our recruitment efforts 
on key universities, where we felt we could engage with the 
best and brightest students,” said Esbeck. “Cal Poly was 
one of the few selected for the top of our list.” 
One of the ﬁrst steps Esbeck took to develop a rela-
tionship with Cal Poly was to become a member of the 
Mechanical Engineering Department’s Industry Advisory 
Board. The company also began making signiﬁcant contri-
butions to support Learn by Doing projects and activities, 
leaders.” ■ 
Scott,” said Bridgman. “Basically, Solar Turbines is hitting 
every angle possible to get our name out to Cal Poly 
engineering students and to interact with them by sponsor-
ing projects and teams. We’re very excited about part-
nering with Cal Poly to cultivate tomorrow’s engineering 
■ Solar Turbines Director of Engineer-
ing for Turbomachinery Products Tim
Bridgman, above, and Dave Esbeck, vice
president of Engineering (retired). 
including founding the Solar Turbines/Bently Nevada Vibra-
tions & Rotor Dynamics Laboratory in 1998.  
This year, Solar Turbines provided a gift of $100,000 to 
create the Solar Turbines Student Technician Fund – an 
investment, as the company sees it, which will reap long-
term beneﬁts.  
“When Dave Esbeck asked for my opinion about the 
value of this proposed gift, I thought of Scott Lindner, a Cal 
Poly grad and former student lab technician, who I hired 
in 2008,” said Tim Bridgman, Solar Turbine’s director of 
Engineering for Turbomachinery Products. “Scott epito-
mizes the kind of engineers we’re looking for: practical, 
hands-on and knowledgeable about fabrication – skills that 
have been particularly enhanced by his experience as a lab 
tech.” 
“We think our gift will help us hire more engineers like 
CENG.CALPOLY.EDU | 13
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Scholarship recipient Britta Berg-Johansen
 
TISSUE IS THE ISSUE FOR ME GRAD
 
AS AN AVID SOCCER PLAYER, BRITTA BERG-JOHANSEN
has seen her share of on-field sports injuries. Someday, ‘‘ however, her work in tissue engineering or cartilage bio-mechanics could lead to breakthroughs that will aid in therecovery of traumatic injuries. Since 2010, Berg-Johansen, a graduating senior in 
mechanical engineering, has worked as an undergraduate
researcher  in Cal Poly Cartilage Biomechanics Group. She
has also spent two summers at UC San Diego as a re-
search intern testing the mechanical properties, geometry 
and biochemical contents of cartilage in order to achieve
targeted properties for grafts to repair damaged tissue.
Berg-Johansen’s research was funded by Cal Poly and by 
the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) Research Experi-
ence for Undergraduates (REU) program. 
“My dad is an electrical engineer – growing up, he
showed me how things work, which intrigued and chal-
lenged me,” said Berg-Johansen. “At Cal Poly, I’ve really 
enjoyed working with Dr. Klisch on cartilage biomechanics.
It’s been my hope to use engineering in a way that has a
direct impact on people and Cal Poly has given me that
opportunity.” 
Berg-Johansen’s research has already had an impact on 
her career. Not only has she published a journal article, but
she also gave presentations at international conferences 
for orthopaedic research and biomedical engineering. Most
impressively, she received a competitive and highly pres-
tigious NSF Graduate Research Fellowship worth $90,000 
over three years, which will help fund her Ph.D. studies in 
bioengineering at UC Berkeley. 
Reflecting on her undergraduate experience at Cal
Poly, Berg-Johansen said, “Cal Poly was perfect for
me. I think that everything that’s said about Learn by 
Doing is true and it’s given me a background that will
be particularly helpful in a research career. 
“Getting the NSF scholarship and other scholar-
ships enabled me to make a major financial contribu-
tion towards my education – and it feels good, like
all my hard work paid off! Seeing first-hand how 
rewarding it is to get a scholarship inspires me to
pass that experience on to others as well.” n 
Britta Berg-Johansen 
Mechanical Engineering senior 
—————————————————————————— 
Cal Poly Outreach Scholarship 
Chevron Texaco Mechanical Engineering Scholarship 
Society of Women Engineers Scholarship 
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’’ 
Cal Poly was perfect for me. I
think that everything that’s said 
about Learn by Doing is true and 
it’s given me a background that
will be particularly helpful in a
research career. 
TISSUE IS THE ISSUE FOR ME GRAD
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 IN-KIND GIFTS
 
——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Acushnet Company 
Agilent Technologies Inc. 
Alta Maria Vineyards 
Anonymous Donor 
Apple Computer Inc. 
The Boeing Company 
Boomers 
Brummel, Myrick & Associates 
Keith Brummel 
Center of Effort Winery 
Chan & Associates Inc. 
Curtis & Christine Chan 
Cobra-Puma Golf 
Andrea Collins 
G. Brothers Smokehouse 
Google Inc. 
Kathleen & Robert Holmgren 
Hot Stix Golf 
i3 Corporation 
Sean & Stefanie Indman 
Linda Kardashian 
Lab126 
George & Carole Leone 
Microcosm Astronautics Books 
Dan Muhlfelder Attorney at Law 
MWH 
National Center for Women
& Information Technology 
National Instruments 
National Papers 
Neiman Marcus 
Next Intent Inc. 
Nights of Neon 
Norman S. Wright Mechanical
Equipment 
Northern Arizona University
Foundation 
Northern California Mechanical
Contractors Association 
Northrop Grumman Corp. 
Northrop Grumman Foundation 
Northrop Grumman Aerospace
Systems 
NOVA Group Inc. 
Oliveria Engineering 
Pacific Coast Chemicals Company 
Pacific Coast Trane Service 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Panda Restaurant Group Inc. 
Parker Hannifin Corp. 
Parker Hannifin Foundation 
Parsons Corp. 
Penfield & Smith 
Poly Performance Manufacturing 
Power Engineering Construction Co 
Price Family Charitable Fund 
Provost & Pritchard Consulting Group 
QL+ 
Seven Pinnacles 
Shalimar Restaurant 
Shannon & Wilson Inc. 
Sheet Metal & Air Conditioning
Contractors National Association 
Shepherd’s Table 
Shimada Lee Foundation 
Shimmick Construction Co Inc. 
Shopatron Inc. 
Siemens Building Technologies Inc. 
Simpson Strong-Tie Company Inc. 
SMA America LLC 
SMP Enterprises LLC 
Society of American Military
Engineers 
Solar Turbines Inc. 
Somerset Inn 
Southland Industries 
Specialty Construction Inc. 
Sport Dimensions Inc. 
SRI International 
St. Jude Medical Inc. 
Stanford University 
Stephen G. Pearson DDS 
Strasbaugh 
Summit Engineering Inc. 
Survivor Industries Inc. 
Suzanne K. Ell CPA 
Tortoise Industries 
Trane 
Traylor Bros Inc. 
Tsuchiyama Kaino Sun & Carter 
Tyvak Nano-Satellite Systems LLC 
Union Pacific Corp. 
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship 
United Mechanical Inc. 
United Way California Capital Region 
United Way of the Bay Area 
United Way Silicon Valley 
VaCom Technologies 
Vertical Systems LLC 
ViaSat Inc. 
Vibro-Acoustics 
Volumes of Pleasure Bookshoppe 
W.M. Keck Foundation
 
Wallace Group
 
W. T. Warden Companies Inc.
 
Waste Connections Inc.
 
Weber Metals Inc.
 
West Yost Associates
 
Western Allied Corp.
 
Western Allied Mechanical Inc.
 
Western Digital Technologies
 
Western Digital Technologies/
 
United Way 
Whistler Real Estate Inc. 
Meyer Performance Composites 
Jeffrey Meyer 
Larry Myrick 
National Instruments 
Norman S. Wright/Airelink LLC 
NVIDIA 
Dale & Kathy Ochs 
Palo Alto Networks 
Parsons Corporation 
Qualcomm 
Raytheon Company 
Renewable Power Conversion Inc. 
Rockwell Automation 
Robin & Laurie Rossi 
San Miguel Garbage Company 
Seafloor Systems 
Jeffrey & Katherine Stulberg 
William & Cheryl Swanson 
Glen Thorncroft 
Touch of Paso Restaurant 
Western Digital 
Kathleen & Paul Wilkins 
Robert & Kathleen Wulf n 
Quatro Composites 
Ray Jones Woodcrafts 
Raymond James & Associates Inc. 
Raytheon Company 
RBC Bearings 
RBF Consulting Foundation 
Regency Dental 
The Reinhold Foundation 
Remilon LLC 
Renaissance Charitable Foundation 
Inc. 
Rick Engineering Company 
Rockwell Automation 
Rockwell Presto & Chan Inc. 
Ross M. Brown Family Foundation 
Rotary Club of Arroyo Grande 
Rotary Club of Los Osos 
Rotary Club of Vandenberg Village 
Royal Thai 
RRM Design Group 
Russell Sigler Inc. 
Ryder Engineering Corp 
Saint Jude Medical Foundation 
Saints Peter & Paul Benevolent 
Society 
The San Diego Foundation 
San Diego Gas & Electric 
San Luis Obispo Children’s Museum 
Schlosser Forge Company 
Schwab Charitable Fund 
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories 
Science Applications International
Scoperta Inc. 
Sempra Energy Foundation 
Servi-Tech Controls Inc. 
Tartaglia Engineering 
Telfer Consortium 
TerraTech Inc. 
Tesla Motors Inc. 
Texas Instruments Inc. 
The Dallas Foundation 
The Timothy R. Hatch Foundation 
The Westmark Group 
Thermalair Inc. 
TMC Account 
Wingate Foundation 
Wiss Janney Elstner Associates 
Wood-N-Peg Ranch 
Woodstock’s Pizza 
XCEL Mechanical Systems Inc. 
Xerox Corp. 
YMF Enterprises 
Zero Mass Engineering n
n Mechanical engineering student Derek Simon carefully measures
the turbine blades for the Cal Poly Wind Power project. 
CENG.CALPOLY.EDU | 15 
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Abbott Laboratories Foundation 
Adobe Systems Inc. 
Agilent Technologies Inc. 
Amgen Foundation 
Apple 
AT&T Foundation 
Bank of America Foundation 
Bechtel Group Foundation 
Blount International Inc. 
Boeing Company 
Caterpillar Foundation 
Charles Schwab Corp.
Chevron Corp. 
CIENA Corp. 
Cisco Foundation/JustGive 
Clarkston-Potomac Group Inc. 
Cymer Inc. 
Delta Air Lines Foundation 
Deluxe Corp. Foundation 
Edison International 
Eli Lilly and Company Foundation 
Emerson Electric Company 
Entropic Communications 
Ericsson, Inc. 
Ernst & Young Foundation 
Fluor Foundation 
FM Global Foundation 
GenCorp. Foundation 
Genentech Inc. 
General Electric Foundation 
Goodrich Foundation 
Google 
Hospira Inc. 
IBM International Foundation 
Intel Foundation 
J.P. Morgan Chase Foundation 
JBT 
Johnson & Johnson Family
of Companies 
Johnson Controls Foundation 
Jones Lang LaSalle 
Juniper Networks Inc. 
JustGive Cisco 
Lam Research/East Bay Foundation 
Medtronic Foundation 
Micron Technology Inc. 
Microsoft Corp. 
Motorola Mobility 
Motorola Solutions Foundation 
Northrop Grumman Foundation 
Novartis US Foundation 
Novellus Systems Inc. 
Opus Community Foundation 
Oracle Corp. 
PACCAR Foundation 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Parker Hannifin Foundation 
Philips North America 
PNM Foundation Inc. 
PriceWaterhouseCoopers LLP 
Qualcomm Inc. 
Raytheon Company 
Rexnord Industries 
Rockwell Automation Charitable
Corp. 
Salesforce.com Foundation 
SanDisk 
Sempra Energy Foundation 
Shell Oil Company Foundation 
Texas Instruments Foundation 
The Alexander & Baldwin
Foundation 
The PepsiCo Foundation Inc. 
The PIMCO Foundation 
Toyota Motor Sales USA Inc. 
United Technologies Corp. 
Verizon Foundation 
VISA International Foundation 
W.W. Grainger Inc. 
Wells Fargo Foundation 
Western Digital Drive Engineering Inc. 
Western Digital Technologies Inc. 
Western Digital Technologies/
United Way 
Xerox Foundation n
 MATCHING COMPANIES 
The following companies have generously matched gifts
from their employees to Cal Poly Engineering. 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Maximize the impact of your
investment in Cal Poly through
your employer’s matching gift
program. 
More than 13,000 companies
have programs that match
employee charitable contribu-
tions. By signing up, you can
potentially double your gift to
our Learn by Doing programs.
Many companies also match
gifts from retirees and spous-
es, and some will automati-
cally match gifts made through
payroll deductions 
For more information, see
www.giving.calpoly.edu/ 
matching or contact Linda
Stark at (805)756-2713 or
lstark@calpoly.edu.
GIVE YOUR GIFT A BOOST 
GIVE YOUR GIFT A BOOST
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   Scholarship recipient Tyler Scott Smith
 
DOING GOOD DOING RESEARCH
 
“I CAN’T THINK OF ANOTHER PLACE THAT GIVES YOU 
so many opportunities on a daily basis,” said Tyler Scott
Smith of his student career at Cal Poly. 
From getting into research as a freshman to being named
Outstanding Senior for Service to the Community, Smith 
has found Cal Poly to be “a place to live, learn and become
who I am.” 
Said Smith: “Because of my early exposure to research, 
I immediately saw the value of research applied to commu-
nity service. I realized that research results can impact far
more people than the work of a single doctor.”
In addition, Smith found a high-impact outlet for his 
service-based approach as a member, treasurer and presi-
dent of Alpha Phi Omega, a national co-educational service
fraternity that actively contributes to the local community,
especially in the areas of youth, senior citizens and the en-
vironment. He has also represented the student community 
through the Student Quality Advisory Connection and Engi-
neering Student Council. In addition, through his participa-
tion in the International Computer Engineering Experience
last year, Smith benefited the international community with 
his role in the mapping of ancient Roman cisterns in Malta.
“The choice of Cal Poly was easy for me. As I tell pro-
spective students when I lead campus tours, ‘The laws 
of physics are the same whether you study them at UC
Berkeley, MIT or Cal Poly. What can make a real difference
in your education is the environment, the people you’re
around and the dedication of your professors. Cal Poly 
gives its students its full attention.” 
Receiving the college’s Adele and Aldo Alessio Scholar-
ship, among others, allowed Smith to maximize his oppor-
“It’s academics combined with the clubs, projects,
internships, friends and mentors that shape you,” he said.
“Cal Poly changed how I see my future, and how I see the
world. If I hadn’t been exposed to so many experiences, I
wouldn’t have found my passion for research.” 
The caliber of Smith’s research attracted the attention of
Abbott Vascular, which sponsored his senior project. He
also participated in three internships over his four years 
 “The scope of my research and internships took me to
a different level and were a big factor in my getting into the
Smith has been accepted by UCLA to pursue a graduate
degree in biomedical engineering. n 
tunities here. 
here.
graduate program I wanted.” 
‘‘ 
Tyler Scott Smith 
Biomedical Engineering senior 
—————————————————————————— 
Adele and Aldo Alessio Scholarship 
Cal Poly changed how I see
my future, and how I see the world. 
If I hadn’t been exposed to so many 
experiences, I wouldn’t have found 
my passion for research. ’’ 
CENG.CALPOLY.EDU | 17 
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Scholarship recipient Martin Ocampo
 
STAYING-OFF-THE-STREETS SMARTS
 
THE STREETS OF MARTIN OCAMPO’S HOMETOWN OF RICHMOND,
Calif. are tough:  “Pretty much everyone believes that no one will go to 
college,” he says. 
But by dint of his parents’ dedication, and his involvement in a local 
sports and service program, Ocampo became the first in his family to 
attend college. 
The civil engineering major received the Hearst CSU Trustees 
Award, which recognizes students in financial need who have demon-
strated exceptional academic performance, community service and
personal achievements. 
“My parents worked 10 or more hours a day in construction and 
housecleaning. Their hard work and encouragement inspired me to
keep on moving forward,” notes Ocampo. “They always encouraged 
my studies and got me involved in sports. That’s how I connected with 
the College is Real program. At Richmond High, fewer than 15 percent 
go to college, but 90 percent of College is Real participants go on. 
“I became so motivated, I took community college 
courses in high school, and I graduated in three years 
with an Associate of Arts degree in liberal studies.” 
Cal Poly was the right fit at first sight. 
“Every summer, I put on a hard hat and grabbed  
a hammer to help my dad. With all that hands-on 
experience, I felt Cal Poly was for me. I knew a lot 
about building, but not how to read a plan. Now I 
know how to put real life projects together,” ex-
plains Ocampo. “For my senior project, my team 
converted a one-story garage into a multi-story 
house. We had to comply with codes and work 
from architectural drawings. We did all the engineer-
ing that made it possible for the client to  
submit his plans and build the project.” 
At Cal Poly, Ocampo became involved with the Society of Hispanic 
Professional Engineers (SHPE), the Multicultural Engineering Program, 
the Society of Civil Engineers, and Chi Epsilon, the civil engineering 
honor society. Through SHPE, he volunteered as a tutor and mentor to 
Hispanic middle school students. 
“One of my long-term career goals is to start a program in which 
young people have the privilege to be led by a mentor,” he says. “This 
would allow me to show young students that even though none of 
their family members have gone to college, I am there to help them 
and provide an easier path. I’ve been through the same struggles they 
face now, and I see the difference I can make in their lives.” 
Ocampo’s participation in student groups also helped open the 
doors to his professional career. “Those involvements help in so many 
ways, including making connections,” he says. “For instance, I met a 
Chevron representative at a conference, who put in a good word for 
me and helped me land a job at Chevron in project management. 
“The Hearst scholarship and club scholarships not only gave me 
financial support, they expanded my ability to learn, grow and give 
back.” n 
Martin Ocampo 
Civil Engineering senior 
—————————————————————————— 
Chevron MEP Scholarship 
Hearst CSU Trustees Award 
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‘‘ Every summer, I put on a  hard hat and grabbed a hammerto help my dad. With all that  
hands-on experience, I felt  
Cal Poly was for me. ’’ 
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Edward & Eileen Gaiser Christopher JenneyINDIVIDUAL Susan Graham & Kenneth Jones 
Bruce Mengler Kenneth KleinDONORS 
Jon Gundersen Gerry & Renee Krippner 
* Donor has contributed
James Hannah & Phillip Leefor five or more years 
Jo Ellen Hose Alexander Liang 
Joyce Hoffman Gail & Richard Linzey$100,000 to $999,999 
Manly Kirk & Sandi Johnson Diane & Gary Luka 
Anonymous Donor Richard & Patricia Melsheimer Charles MacGillivray
Gary & Judy Bloom Ted & Sharon Melsheimer Miguel Madrid Jr. 
Karin & Richard Livezey Jon & Christine Monett Edward & Ruthanne Marble 
William & Cheryl Swanson Chris & Linda Ostrom Frederick & Theresa Marshall 
Joan Pease Allison & Guy Martin
$50,000 to $99,999 Gretchen & Howell Poe George & Barbara Mason 
Anonymous Donor Mark & Valerie Publicover Larry & Nancy McCracken 
John Madok Thomas BridgwaterJennifer Rezell Jamie & Neal McDougal 
Jeffrey & Rene Marrs Mark BrightHugh Smith & Kelly McInerney 
Kevin & Sandra McEntee 
$25,000 to $49,999 
Keith BrummelKathy Schwanitz Claudia & Roger McMullin
Michael Adams Rebecca & Salvatore BrunoGilbert & Carolyn MinkIsabel & Lawrence Smith James & Michele McNeill
Richard Bergquist Gordon Morrison Maureen Burch & Morley MaleBonnie & Ronald Swenson Pauline Menon
& Lynn Loughry Phillip Morsing Linda & Jon BurtDeveney & Lawrence Totten Lori Mizuguchi
Bert & Candace Forbes Kendall Murakami Heinz & Sharon ButnerDan & Toni Weeks Gary & Florence Motoyama
Cliff Haas John Nakata Maria & Zbigniew CabajDonald & Jean Williams David & Jill Muhs
Daniel & Karen Hancock Kareem Nassar David Cantu & LaurieGerald & Sheila Wroblewski Larry Myrick
Nathaniel Lawson Michael Norem Button-Cantu Carol & Ken Nelson
Frank & Lauri Pilling Brian & Susyn Normington Bambi Cask &$2,000 to $4,999 Greg Neuwirth
Terry & Carol Reinhold Deborah & Howard Nussbaum Stephen Patterson Steven NunamakerCharles & Karen AdamsonAdrian Ridner Steven & Carol Pearson Robert & Jeanne Cathaway David OhstBarbara & Richard AndersonJohn Wingate Jr. Timothy Peterson Fara & Ronald Chan Alec & Ann PetersTracy Anderson 
Dick & Darlene Polder Steven Chatman Matthew & Stephenie PhillipsWarren Anderson$10,000 to $24,999 Michael & Marion Quinn Winnie Chow & Nancy PonSusan Armstrong & 
Elizabeth & Thomas Rappolt Michael Lohman Steven RehermannAnonymous Donor Keith Marzullo 
Glen Reeves Hal & Judy Cota John RidgelyBarbra Barker-Brown Manjit Bain 
Robert & Kristin Reidy Drew & Michelle Davol Kevin & Marti RimbaultIsaac & Margaret Barpal Barbara & Mike Belfield 
David & Sarah Ricci Steven & Emily Deas Leroy & Shauna RodriguesMary Ann Beyster Daniel & Diane Benjamin 
Rolland & Isabel Sears Robin & Steven DeJarnett Patrick & Amy RumseyRoss & Sherron Brown Larry Bergman 
John Spielman & Catherine & Nicholas Julie & Zachary RussiMichael & Stacy Cannon James & Janis Brinsfield 
Deena Sheridan Dellamaggiore Joseph RussoCharles H. Dana Jr. Laurie Burgett 
Bill Starritt Sandra & William Descary Sherry SarmientoDavid Eickhoff Cathy & Jim Canaday 
Martin & Mary Engler Jameson Thornton Gregory & Miriam Dexter Chuck SchwartzGeorge & Linda Cattey 
Richard Giuli Christina & James Charles Duvall Kenneth ShamordolaJames & Barb Chappell 
Tom Gondo VanBeveren John & Robin Ellis Benjamin SheldonBenjamin & Jennifer Clark 
Charles & Diane Harrington Buttschardt-Vierthaler Trust Anthony & Susan Estrada Elizabeth & Warren ShimadaSalvatore Cristofano &
Donald Heikkinen John Vigliecca Linda Finley Richard & Birgit SmithLaura Gosper 
Maggie Leach Kimberly & Darren Vorrath Gregory & Amanda Fisher Vivian SolodkinNirmala & Prithviraj
Paul & Christine Martin Mark Weaver Linda & Richard Frasch Matthew & Nancy SouthDharmaraja 
Samuel Nay Jr. Edward & Marjorie Whitney Marie & Mark Freeman Jack & Alice SpauldingCarmen & David Dornseif 
Gerald Peterson Bransby & Jessica Whitton Jorge Freyer & Ronald & Sherri SquiresMarie-Jeanne & Lance Forbes 
Peggy Peterson Sadhana Seelam Donna & Eric StegerJodi & Theodore Gerlach 
Stanley & Sherill Sass Norman Fujisaki Eileen & Matthew Stephens 
Stephen Sass 
$1,000 to $1,999Alan & Holli Hanson 
Kiyoto & Joy Fujita Donna Sullivan 
Cheri & Dale Swanson 
Laurence AbcedeJohn Herald 
Charles Green & Lawrence Sun 
Charles & Kathryn Terhune 
Marie Adler-Kravecas &Blaine Hirai 
Olivia Shen Green Richard Taipale 
Robert & Kathleen Wulf 
Saul KravecasRangarajan Jayaraman 
Jerald Greene Anh & Binh Tang 
Richard Yonash 
David & Cheryl AlexanderGordon & Mona Jennings 
Edward & Julie Herbert Andy Uchida 
Lothar Kleiner 
Anonymous DonorRandy & Kathy Keiser 
Joilynn & Ritchie Richard UddJennifer Ash$5,000 to $9,999 Hollingsworth Richard & Shirley VernonMichael & Ilene AvellaJamie & John Krakowski 
Allison HolmgrenK.N. & Meera Catharine & Gary Visser
 
Balasubramanian
 
Bridget BensonEdward & Noreen Krall 
Kathleen & Robert HolmgrenLouis & Kathy Bertolini Edward & Laura Vytlacil 
Joann & Stan Benson 
Jon & Tamara Krause 
Sarah HolmgrenRobert & Julie Bilbro John Ward 
Debbie & Peter Brim 
Martha & Sam Lazarakis 
Thomas HolmgrenBenjamin & Jennifer BlackGeorge & Carole Leone Stephen & Lori Ward 
Rob & Grete Burgoon Myron & Sue HoodMonica Bockman &Ruth Leung Jessica & Phillip Warring 
Diane & Stephen Ciesinski Daniel Chambers Dave & Julie JemesKen Lindberg Robert & Susan Weiss 
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Cal Poly engineering students are working on search and 
rescue software with students from Cal Poly Pomona. 
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Scholarship recipients Rene Farfan
 
FLYING HIGH WITH SUPPORT
 
RENE FARFAN’S PARENTS BROUGHT THEIR CHILDREN TO THE U.S. 
from Mexico in 1994 to give them a better education. Now a fourth-year
Cal Poly student, Farfan has taken full advantage of opportunities to
advance his studies in aerospace engineering. 
“Both my parents work in agriculture, but they wanted more for us 
and they pushed us,” said Farfan. “I participated in Upward Bound in 
high school, a Saturday program to prepare kids like me for college. I
really liked math and airplanes. I worked during the summers in 2010 
and 2011 as a camp counselor at the Experimental Aircraft Association 
(EAA) Air Academy in Oshkosh, Wis. 
“It’s been fun and challenging and a great environment on campus. 
I’ve learned how to be better-rounded and I’ve been exposed to more
cultures,” said Farfan, who took a quarter to study in San Sebastian,
Spain in Cal Poly’s International Education program. “It was an awe-
some experience and gave me a new global perspective,” he ex-
claimed. 
Farfan received help in high school with scholarships from Dell and
the Strawberry Commission. At Cal Poly, he also received a Bechtel
Engineering Scholarship. “When I look at the financial aid package I
get from Cal Poly and the scholarship support, it feels nice to know 
that people believe in me – it motivates me,” he noted. 
This summer, Farfan also received an internship through the Leader-
ship Alliances, Early Identification Summer Research Proram. “I con-
ducted research in phononic crystals and metamaterials at the Univer-
sity of Colorado-Boulder. 
“After Cal Poly, I hope to go on to graduate school in aerospace engi-
neering or applied mathematics,” he said. “Eventually, I want to earn my 
Ph.D. and become a professor – I’ve received a lot of help for my edu-
cation and as a professor I can give back and also help other students 
become more culturally aware.” n 
Rene Farfan 
Fourth-year Aerospace Engineering major 
———————————————————————— 
Bechtel Engineering Scholarship 
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‘‘ After Cal Poly, I hope to go onto graduate school in aerospaceengineering or applied mathematics. 
Eventually, I want to earn my Ph.D. 
and become a professor. ’’ 
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Arthur Williams Jr. Kristin Erickson Kirstin McGhee & Frank & Lisa Usuki Steven Cooper &
Harry Wolf Maria Calcagno & Richard Anthony Paloma Willem & Margaret Clara Martinez 
Eric & Yolanda Wong Etheredge Kevin & Patricia McGrath Van Wyngaarden Marc & Carrie Cope 
Rick & Kalaine Wong Jeffrey & Jennifer Ferber Stephen McIntyre Maria & Saul Villanueva Diane & Marc Coventry 
William & Yan Woo Art Fernandez & Leah Stanley Ain McKendrick Richard Vincent Andrew Crown 
Keith Wood Eric Firestone James & Rosanna Medeiros Karl & Sharon Wagner Bruce Cruikshank 
Eric Yang Richard Fuchslin Michael & Wendy Mendes John & Marion Walker Gene Curry 
Robert Gardella Elaine & Rick Menz Kevin Wang Shandor & Heather Daroczi 
$500 to $999 David & Shanda Gibbs Donald & Laura Midkiff Philip & Barbara Wenger Kirk & Nancy Davidson 
Anne & Michael Goehring David & Diane Miller James & Kathleen Werle Robert & Shirley Davis 
Steven & Cindy Aaron John & Nancy Grant Benjamin Montgomery Andrew & Susan West Daniel Dennies 
Ralph & Elizabeth Acaba Gary Green Victor & Randi Montgomery Russell Westphal Gary Dews 
Robert Addis & Kristen Ivani Judith & Michael Green Dennis & Wendy Mores Roger & Sheri Wood Jeffrey Doar & Martha
John & Ann Algeo Dave Gronner Mike Morisoli Dennis & Margaret Woodrich Donbroski-Doar 
Anonymous Donor John & Peggy Halcomb Rex Namba David Wright Edward Donlon 
Anonymous Donor Gloria Halman Bruce Naylor Richard Yates Raymond Dunn 
Jennifer Aochi Allen Hampton Daniel & Karen Nitta Janice & Michael Yee John Durrenberger 
Emi Ashida 
Melissa & Rudolph Bachmann 
David & Jill Hampton 
Michael Hanlon 
Michael & Joy Norgard 
George Nuesca $250 to $499 
Evan & Susan Eakin 
Casey Elwell 
Robert Barron Jens & Linda Hansen Jeffrey Okamoto Donald Erickson 
Matt Bartlett James Harris & Anna Fraker Richard & Jodie Oubre Jack Abbott David & Helen Esbeck 
Steven Bettencourt James Hartley Karen Park Ryan Abernathy James Farley 
& Judith Gardiner Eric & Marie Hayes Richard & Jane Peattie Linda & Leonard Ambrosini John Fitzgibbon 
Mark & Virginia Bigelow Joan Hearing & David & Shannon Perdue Bernal Arroyo Cynthia Foo &
Robert Blair Sam McFadden Donald & Karla Peterson Geoff & Catherine Austin Daryl Sugasawara 
Brian & Jeannette Blomquist Mark Heising & Elizabeth Amy & Kevin Pezzoni Ryan Averill David & Maureen Frey 
Barbara Blum Simons James & Toni Phillips Joseph & Lina Azar Christopher Friedenbach 
Bradford & Emily Boyes Karen & Ross Heitkamp Carlos & Sherri Plaza Cayse & Rodney Babcock Edna & Goro Fujiwara 
Donald & Donna Brand John & Eileen Hidahl Lori & Steven Plummer Kevin Baird Paul Giannini 
David Brandt Leonard Hills David Pohl Philip Ball Michael & Andrea Gilbert 
Dawn & Matthew Brenner Jay & Larkin Holavarri Vivian Poon & Jack Kwan Harry Banks III Janie & Stu Goldenberg 
Edward Burnett Dennis & Carol Howland John Purlia Brian & Jacqueline Barbe Grace & Gustavo Gonzalez 
Mark Cameron Mark & Debra Huntley Cody & Elizabeth Reeves Katherine Barnicle Itsumi & Mary Goto 
Erin Carlson & Horace Jew David Intersimone Dennis Riddle Karen Bartleson Jennifer & Stephen Grau 
William & Susan Carlson Randell Iwasaki Julia & John Riss Ann & William Beaton William & Judy Guernsey 
Carl & Sandra Carter James Jensen Bradley Roberts Elizabeth & Andrew Anita Gursahani &
Dave Casuncad Michael Jirsa & Amber Lake Kelly Robinson Beckstoffer Robert Hanel 
Daniel & Charlene Chabot William Johnson Craig & Jayme Rogers David Benham Christopher & Heidi Hagler 
John & Irene Chan Jeffrey Jung Kevin & Sandra Ryan David & Heidi Bezaire Scott Hancock &
Daren Childers Larry Kaprielian Lizabeth & Jay Schlemer Raymond & Laura Bishop Stephanie Ludi 
Gigi Choy Samuel & Donna Kelly Richard Schmidt Ann Blackwill-Murphy & Philip & Cheryl Hash 
Mary Helen & Mary King Seton Schroeder Stephen Murphy Peter Haug 
Michael Ciesinski George & Patricia Kirkpatrick Douglas & Lacinda Scott John Blattner Paul Hewes 
Kenneth Clark James Kirstein Larry & Susan Sebastian Gene & Diane Borg Clifton & Rose Mary Highman 
Laura Clark Erik & Kathy Klitzner Brenda & David Seitz Joanne & John Bovee Joann & Brian Hill 
David & Cecilia Coe Thomas Kolby Richard Shawlee Lynden Bradley Kevin Hill 
John & Judith Connely Bruce & Judith Kronmiller Douglas Smith Scott & Sandy Brooks James & Rebecca Hillmann 
Thelmon & Georgia Copeland Ursula Krummel John & Emily Smith Matthew & Monica Brown Robert Himes 
Kevin Costello & William LaFontaine Jr. Ilona Sparks Kathleen & Thomas Butler Angela Ho 
Patricia Quinlan Beverly Laios Bernard & Nancy Speckman James & Monica Carr Gayle & Jeffrey Hoch 
Justin Creel Kathleen & Wayne Lamoree Eric Stenson Eve & John Castles James & Marjorie Hodel 
Joseph & Engylenn A. Calvin & Suzanne Laws Desmond & Julie Stevens Allan Chan & Florence Fong Holly & Samuel Hoffman 
del Rosario Calvin Leong Michael Strasser Jeff & Karen Chapman Aleece & Elliot Hoffmann 
Brian & Cynthia DerMatoian Dale Lorincz Anne-Marie & Trevor Cathrine & John Chen William & Cathleen Hopper 
Michael Detmers Cecilia & Sean Lyon Strohman Bae Chon Janice Horcasitas 
Carl & Louise Dietrich Jason Mak John Sweeney & William & Helena Chow Patricia & Randall Horton 
Catherine & Frank Donohoe Robert & Navarre Marshall Stacey Stevens Thomas & Elizabeth John & Serena Hunt 
Roman Dowling Robert Masch Marvin Tanner Christensen Al Hunter 
Paul Duckworth Andrew & Marilyn Mascsak Robert Tartaglia Alan & Peggy Claassen Jasper & Julie Jackson 
Thomas & Susan Duval John Mathieson Michael Taylor Christopher & Susan Clark Jennifer Jacobi 
Jennifer & Stephan Ebert Anthony & Leslie Mazzucco Glen Thorncroft Donald & Elaine Coats Ralph & Gail Jacobson 
Marylynn & Michael Eipper Kelly McClure Kiet & Thu Tran Ira & Teresa Cohen Donald Jacques 
Kenneth & Andrea Ellis David & Dena McFadden William & Patricia Tsai James & Dorothy Collard James & Lily Jang 
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Frederick Jen Cheri Olsen & Nannette & Bill Van Antwerp Barry Banducci Donna Keefe 
Edmund & Judith Jensen James Quaschnick Gary Van Ness Richard & Karen Barbier Margaret & William Burzynski 
Craig & Cathy Johnson Jean & Michael Orth Daniel & Carla Vargas John & Rose Barr Matthew & Sara Bush 
Dean & Roberta Jones Peter Palombi Ronald & Ruth Vasconcellos Alan Barry Robert & Ella Butler 
Albert & Delores Jorge Carl & Sandra Paquin Jerry & Adella Venneman Matthew Bautista Michael Cadet 
Bruce & Rose Kakimoto Terri Parks Karen Villalpando David Bavo Leon Cai 
Catherine & Robert Karcher Eric & Mary Ellen Petrich Steven & Margaret Vonk Bud Beacham Percy & Alicia Calkins 
Michael & Sally Kennedy Dennis & Sherry Phillips Walter Wadlow David & Valerie Beard Gary & Anne Campbell 
Lorraine Kent Lynne Preisser Lewis Wakeland Alan Beck Robert & Virginia Carr 
Thomas Kipp Harry & Marjorie Pursel Kevin Walter Alden Bedard Wayne Carriere 
Donald Kline Elaine Qu Kevin Weld Steven Beeks Derek & Kristen Castellano 
Chris Knecht Roger & Shirley Quayle Richard & Sharon Wells Louis & Janet Behrens Harold & Sharon Caudle 
Gerald Knecht Paul & Abbey Rainey Mark & Natalie Whistler Keith & Kathleen Belmont Richard Cawley 
Lisa & Robert Konigsberg Val Rebhahn Gary & Roberta Whitmer George & Dorothy Benford Walter & Jeannie Cecka 
Thomas & Debra Kuehl Leonard & Phuong Reder Karyn & Michael Wiemers Frederick & Virginia Bergthold Donna Cehrs & Robert 
Robert & Melinda Kufeld Laura Rice Joscelyn & Vincent Wong David Berry Chiarito 
Mark & Sally Lafferty Gail & Steven Ristow Prentice Wongvibulsin Alla Bezkrovny Jason Cha 
Derek Lang Glenn Ritter Donald Woodbridge Walter Birdsall Neal & Wendy Chaderjian 
Miguel & Mary Lantz Deborah & Kenneth Bradley Yee Linman Bjerken Michele & Paul Chaffey 
Jason Larocco Robertson Russell & Alice Yensen Joseph Blaha Jo-Chi Chang & Che-Pin
Cathleen & Jacques Laufer Wyndham & Ma Ana Pak Yim & Betty Zhang George Blair Huang 
Robert Layne Robertson Danny Zepeda Marni & Michael Blakely Patrice & Richard Chang 
Winston Lee Eugene Robinson Sean Zich Kurt & Susan Blessinger Lee & Barbara Chapman 
Dennis Leung Robert & Brenda Robinson Larry & Florence Zysman Dean & Sharilyn Blevins Steven Chen 
Jonathan Lew Frank Rosenblum Hilda & James Bliss Clifford & Sandy Chew 
Emanuel Linhares Richard Rossi $100 to $249 Kelli Block-Brogan & Yu-Jin Chia 
James & Betty Mae Locke Brian Rower Matthew Brogan Ronald & Ethel Ching 
Monica James Stein Earl & Susan Ruby Mary & Sidney Abbott James & Alice Blois Amy & Thomas Choi 
Stephen Lopez & Molly Robinson Russell Scott Abercrombie Hella & Tony Bluhm-Stieber Jay Choi 
Morrison-Lopez Khaled Saad Robert Adams Dorothy & David Boldt Mary Chooljian-Vance & 
Gary Louie Robert & Sheila Sakamoto Neal Adler Bruce & Carol Boles Robert Vance 
Lawrence Louie Trudy Schapansky Michael Agostino Emilia & Eugene Bondar Stanley Choy 
James Luddon Jr. Richard Scheeff Joseph Aguilar Michelle & Nicholas Bonfilio C.M. Chresta 
John & Wylie Lunsford Marissa Schmidt Ralph Allen Sheila & Robert Bonstead Kevin Chung 
Megan Mahar & Jason John & Paula Schoorl Stanley Ames Rishav Bordoloi Matthew Church 
Mansfield Joan & John Sciacca Atila Amiri Brian Bosso Henry & Jean Cicci 
Marvin Mar Daryl & Adrienne Sekishiro Stanley Anderes Vincent Bottoni David Clark & Kevin Wood 
Pamela & Rudy Marquez Steven Sharer Conrad & Marjory Anderson John & Nancy Bouldry David Clark 
William & Ann Marsalek Walter Shaw Sandra Anderson Philip & Carolyn Bowers Carus & Lucille Clarke 
Jennifer Martini Charles Sheidler Robert & Susan Andrews Michelle & Scott Boyd Duane & Patti Cline 
Tom Mase William & Donna Shepard Anonymous Donor Alan Bradley Kelly Coakley 
Ronald & Ardith Maurel Consuelo Sichon Anonymous Donor David & Mary Bremner Lisa Codding 
Christopher McCollam Greggory Simms Anonymous Donor George Brennan Adam & Colleen Cohen 
Christopher & Mary Kate Hushnak Singh Anonymous Donor Roger Brier Steven Conkle 
Metzger Thomas & Laura Slavin Anonymous Donor Sylvia Knight Brigden & Kelly Conner 
Robert Miles Thomas Solomon Anonymous Donor Wayne Brigden Joan Connolly 
Michael Miller Dudley & Cynthia Sondeno Michael & Vivian Anthony Barbara & Charles Brogan Christopher & Sheryl Conte 
Cory Mitsui Allan Soriano James Arao & Yoshiko Charlene & Jeffrey Brown Robert & Victoria Conway 
Verner Mize David & Janice Spahn Matsushita-Arao Ryan Brown Lauretta & Tim Cook 
Joel Mizuguchi Danny Spencer Evan & Lynn Arnerich Michael Brownell & Sheena Lenna Cope 
Arthur Moon & Carla Keefe Andrew & Emily Steen Kenneth Astl Meurrens Christine Corbett 
David Mossman Richard & Ruth Stellina Andrew & Victoria Ausonio Daniel Bruch Richard Corona 
Dan Muhlfelder Paul Sterne & Svetlana Scott Avery & Leonard Brugger Kimi Cousins 
Jerry & Tina Mukai Bulyzhkina Emily Malcolm-Avery Nick Bruno Jennifer & Matthew Cowan 
Jonathan Myers Michael Stewart Marilu & Steven Ayupan Gregory Buchanan & Brian Coykendall 
Darrell Naruto Christopher Stone Dana Azevedo Christine Kolberg Christopher Coyne 
Kyle Naydo Roy & Alexandra Stratton Gordon & Mildred Bader Jay & Lynn Buechler Stephen & Karri Crabbe 
Steven & Anna Ng Eric & Lauren Sullivan Mark Bailey Daniel & Susan Buller Leonard Cravens 
David Norris Andrew & Elizabeth Tait John Bakalyar Gladys Burger Andrea & Ross Cummings 
Richard O’Neill & Frank & Nina Taylor Carl Baker & Joyce Loper Edward Burgos Karee & Steven Cunningham 
Kirsten Zeydel Christopher Thode Chris Baker James & Sheila Burke Olin & Marcia Cunningham 
Brian Okamoto Heidi & Robert Turbow Helen & Ron Baker Simon Burnworth Paul Cunningham 
Glenn Oliveria Robert & Cynthia Tusan Colleen & Dwight Balough Spence Burton & Richard Cunningham 
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  Donor Bradford Boyes
 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING GRAD

HELPS SENIOR PROJECTS FLOURISH
 
“WHEN I ATTENDED CAL POLY IN THE 1970s AS A STUDENT
in the fledgling environmental engineering program, I had
professors like Hal Cota and Dragoslav Misic, who spent a lot
of time working with students on club activities. That personal
attention from faculty really set Cal Poly apart,” commented
alumnus Bradford Boyes (B.S., Environmental Engineering,
1979). 
Boyes has come to view his Cal Poly education as an “in-
credible gift.” 
“I did a double concentration in air and water pollution, which 
required more class hours but all the hands-on stuff was fun 
and tangible; instead of sitting in rows of desks, we worked in 
teams on a gaggle of activities and projects, which proved di-
rectly applicable to my first job after graduation in the high-tech 
area of instrumental measurements and testing.” 
Today, Boyes is a senior air quality engineer with Cardno
ENTRIX, an environmental consulting firm with more than 60 
offices in the U.S. His daughter, Brooke, is starting her third
year at Cal Poly as a business student. And Boyes will mark 
this year as his 25th as a donor to the Cal Poly Fund. 
“Nine years or so after I graduated, it became clear that the
budget realities for the university had changed and fundraising
began in earnest,” he stated. “I started giving because I felt it
was time to reverse the flow and give a little back. 
“I’ve been back to campus for Open House several times. 
I’m very impressed with the new facilities and I’m especially 
interested in the current student projects. You know, I was con-
strained by costs in my own senior project years ago … it’s just
clear that these extra things need support. 
“I’d like to see more alumni give back to Cal Poly at modest
rates,” said Boyes. “Even a little bit helps and over the years, 
you’d be surprised at how it adds up.” n 
‘‘ Nine years or so after I graduated, it became clear that the budget realitiesfor the university had changed and 
fundraising began in earnest. I started 
giving because I felt it was time to reverse
the flow and give a little back. 
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Donald & Martha Curtis ACADEMIC
Louis & Anne Dachs EXCELLENCE 
Dale & Mary Dalgaard 
Jeanne & Paul Daly Mechanical engineering 
Mary Dameron & senior Gordon Cline from
Edward Murawsky Loomis, Calif., right, was 
recognized at SpringScott Daniel 
Commencement by CalJeffrey Dankwerth 
Poly President JeffreyDaniel & Katherine Darms 
D. Armstrong as the
Alyssa Daw Caulley College of Engineer 
Duane & June De Vincenzi ing s topmost graduating 
Travis Dean senior for academic 
Stephen & DeGrey excellence. Cline earned 
a 3.965 GPA, includingAndrew DeKelaita 
eight quarters in whichFelix Delgado J 
he had perfect 4.0s. AsRichard & Patricia Demers 
a fourth year student,
Cassie Dennison he studied abroad at the
Sandy & Cassie Dennison Hochschule München  in
Barry Dent Munich, Germany, and 
then worked at theBarbara & Douglas Deuitch 
Munich office of GEDon & Kelyn Dewar 
Global Research.Kenneth Diaz 
Charles & Christine Dibley 
James & Leslie Dicenzo 
Pamela Dickenson 
John & Rita Dietrich 
Barbara & David Dixon Aaron Feathers Harold & Myrtle Garfield Jorge Haro Jennifer & Kipp Howard 
Thinh Doan Lawrence Fellows & Cheryl Katherine Garrison & David Alex Harp Brett & Maria Hoye 
Sean Dobbins Glavin Norris Jon Harrison Douglas & Hughes 
Charles & Sharon Dobeck Jennifer Fernandes Hanf & Kevin & Mary Garrison Jeffrey & Margaret Haskett James & Hester Hughes 
Michelle & Patrick Donahue Phillip Hanf Darren Gassetto Claudio & Nancy Haug John Hupton 
John & Geraldine Donnellan Dennis Fernandez Paul Gendron & Sherri Heather Havens-Beardsley Dennis Hurst 
Gary & Valentina Dontsov Sammy & Carmelita Spears-Gendron Roger Hawkins Joseph & Lori Iannelli 
Bret Dooley Fernandez Dawn & Steven Gerdt Kenneth Hayes & Bernie Imada 
Janet & Kenneth Doty Joaquin Fierro Bart Giordano Elizabeth Lorillo Kelly Ina 
David & Lesli Downey Leonard Filomeo Jr. Carl Glahn Timothy & Susan Hayes Terris Inglett 
Ronald & Roxanne Drees Raymond Fischer & Clayton Glaspey Brian & Tamera Hays Jennifer Inouye 
George & Eileen Dudley Louise Perry Arlene & Richard Glenn Joanne & Ric Heinzen Janet & Robert Irish 
Nathan Duffy Ian Fisher Cyndi & John Goble Phoebe Helm Martin Isaacson 
Eric Dukatz & Kenneth Fisher Paul & Linda Gojenola James Helmer Steven & Karen Ivanick
 
Denise Swanson-Dukatz
 Ryan Fitzpatrick Howard & Janet Goldsmith Debra Henderson Ellen Izant 
Tina Dunton Michael Fitzsimons Virginia Gollery David & Sonja Herda Lawrence & Ellene Jenkins 
David Duran David Fleming Alexander & Paula Gooseff Linda Herman Randle Jennings 
Michael & Nancy Durbin Fred Fong Timothy Gort Diane & Michael Hernandez Tom & Judith Johansing 
William Dykes Philip & Sylvia Fontes Glen & Stacy Goto Craig Hill Albert Johnson 
Paul Eckert David & Robin Foorman Alisa Goughnour & Cathy & Jeffrey Hinds Bruce Johnson 
Bruce Edman Joseph Fournell Eric Benson Anastasios & Stefanie Hionis Dean Johnson 
Malcolm Edwards Adam Fox Georgia & Jay Graham Geoffrey Ho Gary Johnson 
John Ehret Emilio Franchy Gary & Debby Gravier Harry Ho Mary & Michael Johnson 
Grant & Suzanne Ell Lance Franklin Lanny & Michelle Griffin Phong Hoang & Alan & Nanette Johnston 
Douglas Elmer & Gail & George Freitas Peter Guenther Michelle Duong Andrew & Alice Jones
 
Bonnie Tuggle
 Debbie & Jay Friedman Scott & Rosemary Guthrie Gregory & Nancy Hobbs Leanne Jones 
James Elsberry Kenneth Fritts Daniel Gutierrez Thomas Holden & Jeannie William Jones & Linda Hynson 
Peggy & Carlos Enriquez Felipe & Karen Fuentes Thomas & Kim Haas Apostole Holden Bruce & Mary Jorczak 
Charlene & Paul Esaki Michio Furukawa Brian Hachtmann James Holien & Laura Kudsk Alan & Diana Joseph 
Paul & Laila Escudero Michael Fusco Mary & Mike Hagenston Carol Hollis James & Jeannie Joseph 
Katherine & Michael Esola William Gaines Jr. Richard & Vera Hagler David Hom Ben Ju 
William Estabrook Laurie & Shane Gallimore Linda Halisky Kenny Hom Gregory Kadorian 
Karen & William Estes Andrew Garcia Gregory Hamerly Matthew & Susan Homolka James & Lucia Kalathil 
Gerard Ezcurra Manuel Garcia III James & Doris Hanan Craig Hood Dean & Deanne Kanenaga 
Guy & Rebecca Falk Marie Garcia Jason Hanlon Bryan & Linda Hoover Jeffrey & Anne Katz 
Colette Farabaugh Eric Gardner Kenneth Hanson Elena Horak Sean Kaylor 
Stephen Fassler Adam Garelli Al & Deanna Haro Kevin Hougen Cian Kearins 
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Paul Keas Henry Loehner & Debra Offill Stephen Mele Kimngan Nguyen & Ashwath Andrew Prins 
Dennis & Gyl Keiser Roger & Claretta Longden Helen & Robert Mellon Shridhar Miriam Pulitzer 
Darlene & Kenneth Kellett Robert Loo Jacob Melvin Shane Niebergall Lynn & Betty Pursell 
Christopher & Jackie Kelley Nicole Look Julie Meridian Jason Nikodym Walter Pyle & Gloria
Clare & Dennis Kelley James & Trudi Lootens Larry & Dolores Meyer Stuart Nishimura Randriakoto 
Eric Kelley Donald & Nancy Lorenzen Cynthia & Hugues Meyrath Kevin & Nina Nolan Allan & Millie Quan 
Thomas & Barbara Kemph Steven Louie Richard & Judy Miliauskas Joseph & Cynthia Novara Kathleen & Dan Quick 
Randy Kihara John & Carole Lucas Mark Miller Chieko Nozaki John & Cathy Quiel 
Armand Kilijian Warren Luce Mark & Lisa Miller Heather O’Donnell Leslie & Betty Quigg 
Craig & Ann Kingsbury Abraham Luera Michael & Vita Miller Susan & William Oakes Catherine & Robert Ragle 
Richard Kinney Arlene Lum Robert Miller Thomas & Wilai Obert Sheikh & Catherine Rahman 
Denise & Todd Kinsfather Stephen Lum Tamara & Eric Miller Richard & Nancy Ochs Rick Raives 
Darin Kishiyama & Cindy Sato Chate Luu Derek Minnema Angela & Gary Odell Robert & Kristina Randig 
Christie & Kris Kjellman Tracy & Peggy Lytle Ali & Michelle Mira Ronald & Judy Odenheimer Raymond & Sandy Ravizza 
James & Rachelle Klepper Jose Macedo Mirjana Misic Christopher Oestreich Michael & Theresa Regan 
William Kloster & Deborah Duncan MacTavish Eric Missakian Robert & Martha Olds Sherry & Todd Reinart 
Rice Matthew Mahony Thomas Mitch Robert & Kathleen Oleson Michael & Carrie Richards 
Karen Kohorst-Sullivan & Kenneth & Marilyn Mark William Mitchell Rachel Orona Robert Richards 
Adam Sullivan Michael & Kathleen Marlow Ka Miu Michael Osborn Robert Rickleffs 
Benjamin Koonce Kevin & Susan Marshall Yasuho & Julia Miyakawa Donna & Michael Ostrowski Janice Rideg 
John & Nellie Koopmans Paul Marshall Julia Miyaoka & Steven Scott Overstreet Mark & Lynne Rief 
Michael & Becki Kriege Richard Marshall Andrews Jason Ozaeta Nicole Riegel 
Hratch Krikorian Steven Marston Douglas Modlin Vickie Pagnon Louis & Lena Rinaldi 
Keith & Regina Kronmiller Gary & Jeannette Martin Paul Monax George & Jill Painter James & Suzanne Rivers 
David & Melanie Krueger Phillip Martin Amelia Montano Lopez Ryan & Rebecca Pakulski William & Janice Roberts 
Peter Kuykendall Cara & Kyle Martinez Anne & Lynn Monthaven Kevin Palani Lori & Richard Robertson 
Stephen Kyle Nancy & William Mason Mark Montrose Craig & Julie Pampeyan Betsy & Todd Robertus 
Gregory LaCaille Helen & Mark Mastache Charles & Janet Moore Raghav Pancholy Daniel & Tamyra Rodriguez 
Ronald & Cynthia Lafferty Charles & Hilliary Mathews Bernard Morais James & Mary Parker Cindy Roessler 
David & Christine Lafranconi Kinu & Tad Matsumoto Angela & John Moran Alison Parrett Bruce & Kimberly Rogers 
William & Ryann Langtry Kevin Matsunaga Christopher Morey Langdon Parrill Frank Rollo 
John & Elsie Larsen Alexandre Mattos Janice Morgan Robert Parry Laura & Robert Roselli 
Robert & Monica LaRue David Mayeda & Hom Byron & Diane Morris Charles & Candiss Partridge Diane Ross-Glazer 
Connie & Anna-Marie Laskey Kent Mazzia Melanie Morris Luis & Jade Pascual Kristine Rudkin 
Jason Lau Hilton McCabe Robert & Kathleen Morris Edwin Patague Maria Ruiz Guerrero & Arturo
Lydia Le Robert McClintock & Dawn & Thomas Morrison Scott & Jean Patterson Thiele-Sardina 
Michael Lebar Lisa Pereira-McClintock Tim & Laura Morse Scott Patterson Ann & Theodore Rupley 
Linda & William Lebowski Taylore McClurg Steven Moskalik Elizabeth Pawek-Shaw & Richard & Marilyn Russek 
Rodrigo Ledesma Paul & Sarah McCullough David Mosley Brian Shaw Larry & Armine Rustigian 
Karen Lee James McDonald Howard & Adrea Moss Lee & Bonnie Paxton Shawn Rutan 
Steven Lee Vera McDonald August & Shirley Motmans Amy & Sean Payne Bill Ryder 
William Lee & Andrea Joseph & Rachel McDougald Ray & Mariko Motoyama Brian Payton & Mabel Thong Aasim Sajjad 
Johnson-Lee Charles McDowell & Charles Motte J Jessica Paz Steve & Susan Sakauye 
George Leighton Linda Werner Gerald & Kathleen Moulin Elizabeth & Stephen Pelham Michael Salazar 
David Leong Michael & Gloria McElheny Ronald Mueller Paul Perry Duane & Carol Sanborn 
Eugene Leung Jennifer & Tim McElroy Jodi & Richard Muirhead Carmen & Rawley Peters Rodney & Vicky Sawall 
Michael Levernier Loren & Patricia McFarland Mark Munguia Julie Petersen Philip Saxe 
Martha & Martin Levy Claire & David McFeely Harold & Pamela Munson Kevin Peterson Ellen & Robert Scales 
Moon Lew Kevin McGourty Susan Ezzell Murgia & Marco Tiet Pham Larry Scarborough 
Craig & Melinda Lewis Mark & Wendy McGrail Murgia Philip Philbin Victor Scavino 
Scott Lewis Joan & John McGrath Jamie Murray Suwat Phruksawan Denver Schaffarzick 
Kenneth Lim Michael McKee James Myers Paul & Michelle Pieralde Fred & Rose Schanke 
Melissa Lim Judy & Richard McKelvey Kirk Myers Pauline Pierce Leon Scheglov 
Keiko Lin Thomas McLean & Brian & Patricia Nagai David & Hirondina Pignatelli John & Lisa Schlesselmann 
Mike & Sue Ling Leslie Kilpatrick Carl & Gwen Nail Ernest & Barbara Piini Eric & Karen Schroter 
Chris & Carol-Ann Evan & Lisa McMasters Estevan Negrete Douglas & Mary Piirto Gary Schultz 
Lingenfelder David McMillan Brett & Sue Nelson Brian & Beverly Platner Peter & Jill Schulze 
Hal & Virginia Litke Gregory & Marlayna McNeil Dean & Kelly Nelson Gordon & Doris Porter Randall & Terry Scott 
Dan & Nancy Littrell Brian & Christie McQuade Lance Nelson Mark Potter Daniel & Audrey Sears 
George Liviakis Thomas & Patricia McRae Janet & Robert Ness Mark Powers Robert Seroka 
Denise Lochotzki Ralph & Judith Meacham Jennifer & David Nevius Adam & Carrie Poytress Richard Serpa 
Robert & Patricia Lock Bryan Mealy Ben Nguyen & Andrea Tran Eldon & Marjorie Price Daniel Seyer 
Jeff & Nancy Lockwood Susan Meamber De Nguyen William Price Bryan & Kimberly Shak 
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Julie & Russell Sharer Ronn & Tina Ton Carole White Albert Arustamov Michael Burzynski 
Roger Sharpe Catherine & Vincent Tong Robert Whitney Paul Askins David Call 
Tyler Sheffield Tedman Tong Douglas & Jackie Wiggins David & Renee Athey James Candy & Mary Chang 
Waymon Shehane Jr. Lisa & Mateo Toribio Mary Lou Wilhelm Amena Atta Leon Canziani 
Vaughn Sheline & Charles Towne Helen Williams Luis Avila Manuel Carrasco 
Arthelle Lovejoy Leslie Trela Kenton Williams Richard & Judith Ayres Robert Carter 
Donna Sheppel Gerald & Gail Trimble John Wilson Jane Babbitt Joseph & Warenne Casano 
Clinton & Martha Sherburne Thomas Trimble Albert Winn Vikrant Badwal Debra Cash 
Danny & Sandra Shewey Alvin Trivelpiece Michael Witmer Bradley Bailey Arlene & Don Cast 
Punit Shivji Kevin Tsuchida Steven & Dinah Witten Jonathan Bailey Thomas & Teresa Castle 
Naoko Shoemaker Michael & Ana Tucker Mona Wong Teebay & Bruce & Deborah Baker Alicia & Alvin Chan 
Louis & Patricia Shrinkle Richard & Lois Tuey Richard Teebay James Baker & Kristen Ruffell Wayland Chan 
Blake & Stephanie Silkwood Natalia Tupy Jerry Wong Eric Baldwin Daniel & Linda Chaplin 
Claudia Bravo Silverman & James & Patricia Turdici Paul & Shelley Wong Roger Balling Gordon & Mary Chapman 
Alan Silverman Mark & Mary Unland Tony Woo Judith & Thomas Bamburg Armalene Charlebois 
Marcus Simon & Laurel Nicholas Utschig Crystal & William Woodruff Hoang Bao Rada Charles 
Redenbaugh Sean & Terry Vahey Annette & Robert Woolsey David & Jeannine Barneby Joel & Theresa Chase 
Lonny & Dominique Simonian Jack Van Den Bogaerde Kimberley & Matthew Lisa Barneby Joshua Checkis 
Roy & Irene Skover Kevin & Tracy Van Houten Wormley Phillip Bartholo RIchard Cherrix &
Christie & Todd Slatcher Barbara Van Ness Joseph Wright III Bryan Bass Leslie Lindsey 
Marcie Sleath Mary & Lee VanderLinden Nikki & Toby Wright Lazaro Baza Jr. Taylor Cheung 
Anton Slobodnik James & Nancy Vasconcellos Robert & Reiko Wyman Robert Beard Jr. Nicholas Chiarito 
Anthony Slupko George & Michelle Vendelin Ping Xie Roger Beardsley Michael Chou 
Brian & Elizabeth Smith Rote Vichayanond Christy & Louis Yaussi Joel Beck Peter Chow 
Scott Smith Carol & David Vickerman Andrew Young Heidi & Jeffrey Becker Kim Christensen 
Glenn Snyder Frances Villamor Catherine Young Dorothy Beggs Donald & Tomasita Chu 
Conrad & Maribeth Solanzo John Vink Gerald & Kay Young Cynthia & Dale Beliveau Kristian Chubb &
Deborah & Gerald Soldner Jacqueline & John Vitt Henry & Jeanette Young Gloria Bell Anne Cavazos 
Barbara Solomon Janet Vocaire-Tramposch Lamont Youngborg Francesco Bellocci Christopher Cinkornpumin 
Adele Sommers Nickolai Volkoff-Shoemaker Waiman Yu Ben Bendel Jeffrey Claes 
Edward & Elizabeth Song Rick Votaw Daniel & Nancy Yueh Christopher Benson Carol Clark 
William & Michele Sooy Phuong Vu Hector Zhu Jeff Berkman Gary Clark 
James & Elisabeth Sorenson Hilary & Richard Wade Jay Zimmerman Carolyn Berry Miles Clark 
Michael & Mindy Souza Jane Wadlow Richard & Stacey Zis Paul Bessent Weston Clark 
James Squires 
Kathleen & Stanley S.
Donald & Nancy Wagenbach 
Christina Wagner Up to $99 
John Bessire 
Anne Beug 
Vinay Clauson 
Mansfield & Rose Clinnick 
Leger-Barter Bret & Rebecca Wahl Joseph Aboumrad Richard Bird Monica & Cal Cluff 
Clyde Stanley John & Patrice Waidner Shin Adachi Robert Bishop Mark & Sandra Cocchi 
Tracy Stavig Kenneth & Nancy Walery Gregery Adair Stephen Bishop James & Pattie Colhour 
Robert Stehr Frederick Walker Glen Adams Cedrick Bit Ann Collins 
Donna & Ronald Steinkraus Gordon & Carol Wall Elena & Norman Agostino Seth Black John Combs 
Roy & Elizabeth Stier Cindy & John Wallace Alexander Aitken Michael & Leslie Blomquist Brian Connolly 
Geoffrey Stone Alan Walti Ameen Akel Kristi & Ronald Blumstein Andrew & Leeann Constant 
Bruce Storms Michael & Deborah Walton MaryAnne Akpala David & Jean Boldi Alan Cook 
Cara & Geoffrey Strom Jackie & William Warden Jeffery & Stephanie Allen Michael & Janet Boulton David Cook 
Debora & Charles Stroud Jesse Watrous Sema Alptekin Theresa Bowen Kimberley Corona 
Donald Struble Jr. Louise Watsjold Michael Alsbury & Fleur Bowman Gonzalo Correa 
Richard & Stephanie Sutton Thomas Watson Michelle Saling Galina Boyko Debbie Costello 
Alla & Valentin Svirsky Bonnie & Dan Weaver Linda & Robert Altemus Jason Boyle Matthew Cottle 
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ing pancreas hooked up to pumps 
 
 
Donor Nanette Van Antwerp
 
ME GRAD HAS PATENTED APPROACH TO RESEARCH
 
FROM HER FIRST PATENT SUBMITTED ON HER CAL POLY SENIOR 
project to her most recent encounters with underwater microscopic 
creatures, Nannette Van Antwerp’s life has been about discovery. 
Van Antwerp (B.S., Mechanical Engineering, 1989) was always 
interested in the medical side of engineering. “I applied to schools all 
over the U.S., but fell in love with Cal Poly, especially the camarade-
rie between students – because we studied together, we developed 
a team spirit even in lecture classes,” she said. 
Cal Poly’s co-op program gave Van Antwerp the opportunity to 
discover her professional path in medical device design and devel-
opment in the area of insulin pump and glucose sensor systems. 
She worked for three quarters at MiniMed, a spin-off of Pacesetter 
which was later acquired by Medtronic. Not only did the experience 
give her ﬁrst-hand industry experience, but the company sponsored 
her senior project and hired her when she graduated. 
During the course of her career, Van Antwerp received 24 patents 
on products that help diabetics. “I basically worked on steps to-
wards development of an artiﬁcial pancreas,” explained Van Ant-
werp. “I still have the picture of a preemie born without a function-
larger than her head. But with the 
advances we’ve made, she’s doing 
great, while I’ve had the privilege of 
doing good in people’s lives.” 
Now retired, Van Antwerp is still 
doing good and still discover-
ing.  An avid scuba diver, she has 
become an underwater ﬁlm-
maker, winning awards, most 
recently, for “Paciﬁc Drifters” 
and “Crustaceans of Ambon 
Bay.” “I’ve fallen in love with 
diving because I’ve discovered 
that these tiny creatures, like 
pelagic jellyﬁsh, have person-
alities – each time I’m out is 
a treasure hunt,” said Van 
Antwerp. 
While she is sharing the 
wonder of the underwater 
world through her ﬁlms, Van 
Antwerp has also provided 
a generous gift that will aid 
students and College of 
Engineering. She and her 
husband Bill have made 
a $4 million bequest to 
establish an endowed
scholarship as well as a general endow-
ment for the College of Engineering. 
successful – plus, I have great friends and memories from my time 
there. I’d love to see other students have that experience, too.” ■ 
“Cal Poly does a great job teaching the skills you need to be 
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‘‘ Cal Poly does a 
great job teaching 
the skills you need 

to be successful – plus, 

I have great friends
 
and memories from 

my time there. I’d love to 

see other students have
 
that experience, too. ’’
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Scholarship recipient Elsa Reyes
 
MARS MISSION AN INSPIRATION FOR CPE STUDENT
	
WHEN THE ROVER CURIOSITY LANDED AND LEFT TRACKS ON THE 

surface of Mars, Elsa Reyes marveled, again, at the planetary vehicle
she first saw in high school. She visited the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
(JPL), where the rover was developed as part of the Migrant Education 
Program. 
“I always loved studying computers, math and science,” said the Cal
Poly computer engineering senior, “but seeing Curiosity made me truly 
realize the power of technology.” 
However, as a daughter of Mexican-born parents (her father works as 
a truck driver in the fields of Santa Maria, Calif.) Reyes had to deviate
from the common paths taken by girls in her hometown in order to con-
sider going to college, let alone study computer engineering. 
The Migrant Education Program helped open her eyes and pave the
way for her to attend Cal Poly. 
“When I realized I wanted to study engineering, Cal Poly was 
my first choice because I wanted the Learn 
by Doing edge,” said Reyes. “I’ve been able
to work on projects like my capstone project, 
which involves augmented reality and com-
puter vision, and I’ve had internships with 
Cisco, Quintron Systems 
and Northrop Grumman. 
“My parents are very proud because I’ve
gone farther than they ever expected.” 
A recipient of numerous scholarships, 
Reyes also recently received an HENAAC
Scholars Program award from Great Minds 
in STEM, an organization established to pro-
mote the contributions of the Hispanic com-
munity by awarding grants to student leaders 
majoring in science, technology, engineering
and math. 
Her scholarship support has meant that
Reyes can concentrate on her education and
become involved in student leadership with
the Society of Women Engineers (SWE), the
Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers
(SHPE), and WISH (Women Involved in Soft-
ware and Hardware). 
“WISH is all about encouraging females to
stay in computing majors,” noted Reyes. “As a
first-year, I felt very intimidated in my classes – 
I didn’t want to add to gender stereotypes. 
But now, I’m comfortable standing out. 
“In the future, I hope to go back to the high 
schools in Santa Maria and tell students and
especially girls about majors like engineering
– I want them to know that the road I’ve taken can exist for them and that
they can dream, like I do, about working at JPL on the next Mars rover.” n 
Chevron MEP Scho

Cisco Systems Scholarshi

SHPE-Raytheon Scholarship • Eaton Mu
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Elsa Reyes 
Computer Engineering senior 
——————————————————————————————— 
larship • Xerox Scholarship 
p • Northrop Grumman Scholarship 
lticultural Scholarship 
Great Minds in STEM-HENAAC Scholarship 
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 When I realized I wanted 
to study engineering, Cal Poly 
was my first choice because
I wanted the Learn by Doing 
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING LEGACY CLUB
 
Bequests play a significant role in sustaining Cal Poly and providing resources for its growth. The College of Engineering Legacy Club recognizes
those who have inc luded the co llege in the ir estate p lans. To p lan a possib le bequest to Cal Poly, obta in samp le language, or not ify the un ivers ity of
your intended bequest, please contact D irector of Development R ichard LeRoy at r leroy@calpo ly.edu or (805) 756-7108. 
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
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